Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

-Meeting of Gods & Goddesses -

14 june 2008

I knock to know...
How my brain works shall I explain in my book about NLF-Love-questions.
Shall not destroy your preparations...
But we need to talk... in daylight.
I'm temporary 'fed-up with all those shitt-birds that wake me up every morning at 05.00 hours,
brainwash me... Even make me drift away from people I want to meet and things I'd like to do...'.
I need to sleep until 6, am I clear!?
And when birds do instruct me for the day, make sure I don't get too depressed.
... I want to be able to structure work... I also want a normal family-life.... Now!....
You have not made me intelligent enough for my tasks related to evolution.
Why don't you change this? I've gone through that procedure before... Love it, hate it.
Love it when I can anticipate on Devils'work; hate it when I can't prevent evil results from taking place.
'Sometimes I know too much...'.
I know...., can't cope when I can't rescue people on my flows...in time.
But now I'm not strong enough to survive myself. Rebalance needed.
When you don't upgrade my talents & tools for the better I have to reveal Universal-secrets...for my
survival... Of course, 'you make me publish this letter'..., but there's more to it. Evaluation & evolution.
Meeting of Gods & Goddesses is too demanding.
My body can't cope any longer. Many simply don't care... This has to stop!
If Gods & Goddesses want me to overcome all mistakes my parents made in the past... and even want
me to bring planet Earth into the future, you have to protect me better. On Earth and in the Galaxy.
You don't give me enough human bodies to work with for a good feeling in time -- or they live on the
long-distance-track -- , but don't provide in energy needed... and don't stop Devils...
Can't do it all by myself.
I need good memories too....
Have felt circles of life growing over the past years. When a human being on Earth failes his or her tasks
for evolution, I have to improve my skills... and refine details... for the movemnt from mistake into
growth. While others can run away from their responsibilites I have to stick to them. Unfair!
You may keep the pain, give me the outcome instantly.
When I won't survive ICC my life has been for nothing. My kids will live in hell.
Or do you want me to ask 'terrorists to blast away ICC...'? If you do so, you could have said that in 2003.
Or when did I write that first letter in which I announced 'that I would go to ICC, if NL-courts don't stop
slavery...'? Amen!
Its time for a few changes.
● First, I want observers, plunderers & murderers who refuse to help me, to be punished.
... Overload them with a task far too heavy for their human-system.....
● Second, I want people who help me behind the Web, to come forward in a clear pattern.
... Handy while writing my book... and it might even rescue my life...
● Third,
... Have been waiting sóóóóó long... Now I've found self-consious, want to live in it for always ...
Its time for an EQ-tsunami in Europe. You have my blessings...
ZOOOOOM,
desiree stokkel
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